Many deep learning-based speech enhancement algorithms are designed to minimize the mean-square error (MSE) in some transform domain between a predicted and a target speech signal. However, optimizing for MSE does not necessarily guarantee high speech quality or intelligibility, which is the ultimate goal of many speech enhancement algorithms. Additionally, only little is known about the impact of the loss function on the emerging class of time-domain deep learning-based speech enhancement systems. We study how popular loss functions influence the performance of time-domain deep learning-based speech enhancement systems. First, we demonstrate that perceptually inspired loss functions might be advantageous over classical loss functions like MSE. Furthermore, we show that the learning rate is a crucial design parameter even for adaptive gradient-based optimizers, which has been generally overlooked in the literature. Also, we found that waveform matching performance metrics must be used with caution as they in certain situations can fail completely. Finally, we show that a loss function based on scale-invariant signal-to-distortion ratio (SI-SDR) achieves good general performance across a range of popular speech enhancement evaluation metrics, which suggests that SI-SDR is a good candidate as a general-purpose loss function for speech enhancement systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
S PEECH enhancement algorithms for improving speech quality and speech intelligibility of single-channel recordings of noisy speech are of high demand in a wide range of applications e.g. hearing aids design, mobile communications devices, voice-operated human-machine interfaces, etc. Consequently, developing successful monaural speech enhancement algorithms has been a long-lasting goal in both academia and industry.
In fact, over the last decade, monaural speech enhancement algorithms based on machine learning, and deep learning in particular, have received a tremendous amount of attention (see Manuscript e.g. [1] - [10] as well as [11] , [12] and references therein). Specifically, in recent years, deep learning-based speech enhancement algorithms, facilitated by powerful general-purpose graphics processing units and large amounts of training data, have shown impressive results by improving speech intelligibility in narrow acoustical conditions [6] , [13] - [19] . However, despite the recent success of deep learning-based speech enhancement algorithms, many of the techniques referenced above are fundamentally limited, as they primarily focus on enhancement in the short-time spectral amplitude (STSA) domain and therefore ignore potentially useful phase information. Numerous recent deep learningbased speech enhancement techniques exist, however, that incorporate phase information (e.g. [20] - [22] ). The most successful approaches to date are arguably end-to-end techniques based on fully convolutional neural networks (FCNN) that do not apply the short-time discrete Fourier transform (STFT) or other pre-processing stages, but operate directly in the time-domain (e.g. [23] - [30] ). These techniques, however, might still be limited as most of them rely on a loss function based on the mean square error (MSE) between time-domain waveforms. This is most likely suboptimal with respect to speech quality and intelligibility, as time-domain MSE has no apparent relation to human perception or the human auditory system in general. Furthermore, as the works above use widely different network architectures, development datasets, noise types, hyperparameters, etc., it is not yet established how the loss functions influence the performance of such systems and if alternative loss functions that are more perceptually meaningful might be advantageous.
In this paper we study the influence of loss functions on the performance of end-to-end time-domain deep learning-based speech enhancement systems. Specifically, we adopt a generalpurpose FCNN architecture that takes as input a time-domain waveform of a noisy speech signal and is trained using various loss functions to predict as output the enhanced speech signal as a time-domain waveform that optimize the loss function in question.
We focus on six loss functions: time-domain mean-square error (MSE) L TIME-MSE , short-time spectral amplitude (STSA) MSE L STSA-MSE [31] , short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) L STOI [32] , Extended STOI L ESTOI [33] , scale-invariant signalto-distortion ratio (SI-SDR) L SI-SDR [34] , and perceptual metric for speech quality evaluation (PMSQE) L PMSQE [35] . We study these loss functions as they jointly cover a large range of useful properties, e.g. close relationships to human perception or mathematical simplicity, that usually are of interest for speech Fig. 1 . End-to-end speech enhancement system based on a fully convolutional neural network. enhancement systems (described in detail in Section II). Furthermore, the six loss functions have all been applied in recent deep learning-based speech processing techniques e.g. [8] - [11] , [23] , [25] , [35] - [47] . However, no existing work has studied these loss functions jointly under identical conditions and evaluated them in a structured manner with end-to-end time-domain deep learning-based speech enhancement systems. Obviously, one would expect, that a system trained to minimize a specific loss function would also achieve the minimum numerical value among all systems for that particular loss function during test. However, as training of machine learning models in general, and FCNNs in particular, is a highly non-linear process, which depends on the loss function itself, this is not guaranteed in practice. Furthermore, we argue that the learning-rate is a crucial design parameter, when conducting such experiments, even for adaptive gradient-based optimizers such as ADAM [48] , which has been generally overlooked in the literature despite its obvious importance. Therefore, it is of interest to establish exactly how large the difference in speech enhancement performance is between time-domain waveform-based speech enhancement systems trained using different loss functions and evaluated using popular speech enhancement performance metrics. In particular, one might hope to find a "universally good" loss function that performs almost optimally with respect to other loss functions. This is the goal of the paper and our findings might serve as a guideline in loss-function selection for deep learning-based speech processing systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the monaural speech separation problem and present the six loss functions we will study. In Section III we present the design of our experimental study including the speech and noise material used for training. In Section IV we present and discusses the results. Finally, in Section V we conclude the paper. Fig. 1 shows a block-diagram of the speech enhancement system we use for all experiments. The system is based on a fully convolutional neural network (FCNN), which is trained, end-to-end, to estimate the noise-free speech waveform from a noisy single-channel recording. Note, the architecture in Fig. 1 resembles that used in a large body of state-of-the-art deep learning-based speech enhancement literature (e.g. [23] , [26] , [28] - [30] , [49] - [51] ). Therefore, we argue that our experimental findings based on this particular architecture are representative and generally valid for a large range of deep learning-based speech enhancement methods. The architecture in Fig. 1 is further described in Section III-D.
II. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM
Let x ∈ R L be L samples of a clean time-domain speech signal and let the corresponding noisy observation y ∈ R L be
where v ∈ R L is an additive noise signal. The goal is then to find an estimatex of x from y using a FCNN,
where θ represents the parameters of the FCNN. Using a supervised learning approach, the parameters are found such that they minimize a loss L over a training dataset, consisting of corresponding pairs of clean x train and noisy speech signals y train . Our objective is then to study how the quality ofx, measured using different performance metrics, is affected by the choice of loss function L. In the following, we review each of the loss functions we have selected for our experiments.
A. Time-Domain Mean Square Error
The first loss function we consider is the time-domain meansquare error (MSE). This loss function is given as
where · 2 is the 2 -norm. We include this loss function because it is computationally very simple and because it is one of the most used loss functions in machine learning and signal processing in general [52] - [54] . However, little is known about the performance of time-domain speech enhancement systems optimized end-to-end for this loss function, when evaluated using standard speech enhancement metrics such as STOI and PESQ.
B. Short-Time Spectral Amplitude Mean Square Error
The second loss function we consider is the classical STSA-MSE, which is one of the most popular loss functions used for deep neural network based speech enhancement [10] , [11] .
The STSA-MSE function also plays a major role in more classical non-machine learning based speech enhancement algorithms [31] , [55] , but has also been used in recent time-domain techniques [23] .
Let The STSA-MSE is then given as
which is the MSE between the single-sided amplitude spectra of the true target signal x and the estimated signalx. Note, L STSA-MSE is only sensitive to variations in spectral amplitudes and not to variations in the short-time phase spectrum of the signals. This is different from L TIME-MSE (Eq. (3)), as L TIME-MSE is operating in the time-domain. For all experiments in this paper we use K = 256 and I = 128.
C. Short-Time Objective Intelligibility
The third loss function we consider is based on the shorttime objective intelligibility (STOI) speech intelligibility estimator [32] . STOI is currently the, perhaps, most commonly used speech intelligibility estimator for objectively evaluating the performance of speech enhancement systems [6] , [7] , [9] , [13] . This is presumably driven by the fact that STOI predictions have shown a good correspondence with measured intelligibility of noisy/processed speech in a large range of acoustic scenarios, including ideal time-frequency weighted noisy speech [32] and noisy speech enhanced by singlemicrophone time-frequency weighting-based speech enhancement systems [32] (see also [33] , [56] ). Therefore, it is natural to believe that gains in speech intelligibility, as estimated by STOI, can be achieved by utilizing a loss function based on STOI. In the following, we introduce the STOI loss function L STOI , which essentially is identical to STOI. The main difference is that we omit the voice activity detector (VAD) otherwise used by STOI. We do, however, apply the VAD from STOI on the dataset used for training and validation (described further in Section III).
Let a(k, m) k = 1, . . . , K 2 + 1, m = 1, . . . M, denote the single-sided STFT amplitude spectra of the clean speech spectrum as defined in Section II-B. We then define the j th one-third octave band clean-speech amplitude, for time-frame m, as [32] a j (m) = k 2 (j)
where k 1 (j) and k 2 (j) denote the first and last STFT bin index, respectively, of the j th one-third octave band. In a similar fashion we defineâ j (m) as the jth one-third octave band estimated clean-speech amplitude, for time-frame m.
Furthermore, let a short-time temporal envelope vector that spans time-frames m − N + 1, . . . , m, in the jth frequency band for the clean speech signal be defined as a j,m = [a j (m − N + 1), a j (m − N + 2), . . . , a j (m)] T , (6) where N = 30, which corresponds to approximately 384 ms with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz.
Similarly, we defineâ j,m as the short-time temporal envelope vector for the enhanced speech signal. The vectorâ j,m is normalized and clipped for each entryâ j,m (n) according tô a j,m (n) = min a j,m â j,m â j,m (n), (1 + 10 −0.75 )a j,m (n) ,
The intermediate intelligibility measure for a pair of shorttime temporal envelope vectors a j,m andâ j,m is then defined as the sample linear correlation between the clean and enhanced envelope vectors given as
where μ a j,m and μâ j,m are the sample mean vectors of a j,m and a j,m , respectively. From d j,m , the final STOI score for an entire speech signal is then defined as the scalar, −1 ≤ d ST OI ≤ 1,
where J = 15 is the number of one-third octave bands and M − N + 1 is the total number of short-time temporal envelope vectors. With J = 15, the center frequency of the first one-third octave band is 150 Hz and the last one is at approximately 3.8 kHz. These frequencies are chosen such that they span the frequency range in which human speech normally lie [32] . Finally, with N = 30, STOI is sensitive to temporal modulation frequencies of 2.6 Hz and higher, which are frequencies important for speech intelligibility [32] . We define our STOI loss function to be minimized as
Note, except for the min(·, ·) operator in Eq. (7) the entire STOI loss function is differentiable and computing the required gradients for gradient based optimization is straight forward (see e.g. [10] ). Furthermore, the min(·, ·) operator requires only two subgradients, so the computational complexity of its gradient computation is similar to the standard ReLU activation function, which is nothing more than the max operator. To that end, L STOI is suitable as a loss function for training DNN-based speech enhancement systems.
D. Extended Short-Time Objective Intelligibility
The fourth loss function we include is the extended short-time objective intelligibility (ESTOI) speech intelligibility estimator [33] . As the name implies, ESTOI is inspired by STOI and was developed in an attempt to improve STOI. Specifically, in [33] it was shown that the performance of certain speech intelligibility estimators, including STOI, was sensitive to spectro-temporal modulations of the noise component and that STOI did not correlate as well (ρ = 0.47 [33] ) with listening test results, when the noise components were highly fluctuating (as e.g. with a competing talker).
To alleviate this drawback of STOI, ESTOI was proposed [33] . It was shown that ESTOI significantly outperformed STOI (ρ > 0.90 [33] ), as well as other speech intelligibility estimators, in conditions when the noise type is highly fluctuating, while performing on par with these estimators in less fluctuating noise conditions. Consequently, it is of interest to study how ESTOI compares with STOI, as a loss function, for time-domain DNN-based speech enhancement.
Similarly to STOI, ESTOI is based on an average correlation coefficient between one-third octave band short-time temporal envelope vectors. Specifically, let,
denote a short-time spectrogram matrix of the clean speech signal, where the rows of A m are given by a j,m , which are short-time temporal envelope vectors in a one-third band defined by Eq. (6). The jth mean-and variance-normalized row of A m is then given bȳ
ESTOI now introduces the row-normalized spectrogram matrix
and definesǎ n,m as the mean-and variance-normalized nth column, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ofĀ m , where the normalization of the columns is performed analogously to Eq. (12). Finally, defineǍ
as the row and column normalized spectrogram matrix. Similarly, we defineâ n,m as the columns of the row and column normalized spectrogram matrix for the enhanced speech signal A m . Finally, the ESTOI speech intelligibility index is defined as
Similarly to L STOI , we define the ESTOI loss as
Note, differently from L STOI , L ESTOI does not include the clipping step, i.e. the min(·, ·) operator in Eq. (7) , which makes L ESTOI fully differentiable. Also, similarly to the definition of L STOI , we have ignored the VAD otherwise used by L ESTOI as we apply the VAD on the data prior to training.
E. Scale-Invariant Signal-to-Distortion Ratio
The fifth loss function we include is the scale-invariant signalto-distortion ratio (SI-SDR) [34] . The SI-SDR is an objective performance measure that was introduced for evaluating the performance of speech processing algorithms and it was proposed as an alternative to the often used SDR measure from the BSS_eval toolbox [57] . Differently from SDR, SI-SDR is invariant to the scale of the processed signal, but not to deformations caused by finite-impulse response filters as SDR is [34] .
The SI-SDR is defined as
where
It is seen from Eqs. (17) , that SI-SDR is simply the signal-tonoise (SNR) ratio between the weighted clean speech signal and the residual noise defined as αx −x 2 . Hence,
The scaling of the reference signal x ensures that the SI-SDR measure is invariant to the scale ofx, which might be desirable in applications, where the speech processing algorithm do not guarantee a proper scaling of the processed signal, such as many DNN-based systems. This is also motivated by the fact that both speech quality and intelligibility to a large extent is invariant to scaling [58] . Note, that maximizing L SI-SDR is equivalent to maximizing the sample correlation between x andx, while producing the solution with the minimum energy [36] , [37] . Furthermore, similarly to SNR, SI-SDR is expressed in units of decibel (dB) and is defined in the range −∞ < SI-SDR < ∞, which motivates us to define the SI-SDR loss function as
F. Perceptual Metric for Speech Quality Evaluation
The sixth, and last loss function is the perceptual metric for speech quality evaluation (PMSQE) [35] . The PMSQE loss function, L PMSQE , is designed to approximate the nondifferentiable perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) speech quality estimator. The PESQ speech quality estimator is furthermore designed to predict the mean opinion score (MOS) of a speech quality listening test for certain degradations. Consequently, the PESQ score of a processed speech signal is a scalar between 1 and 4.5, where 1 indicates extremely poor quality and 4.5 corresponds to no distortion at all [59] , [60] . Along the same lines, the PMSQE loss function is designed to be inversely proportional to PESQ, such that a low PMSQE value corresponds to a high PESQ value and vice versa. In practice PMSQE is defined in the range from 3 to 0, where 0 is equivalent to an undistorted signal and 3.0 corresponds to an extremely poor quality. Fig. 2 shows the correspondence between PESQ and PMSQE for a speech signal corrupted with either a stationary speech shaped noise (SSN) signal or a non-stationary 6-speaker babble noise signal, at various SNRs. It is seen that PESQ and PMSQE are approximately inversely proportional and have a monotonic relationship with respect to SNR. Hence, it is assumed that if PMSQE is minimized, PESQ will be maximized. The L PMSQE loss function is essentially a log-domain STSA-MSE loss function with additional key terms that are inspired by human perception. Consequently, an outline of L PMSQE is rather involved, and we refer the reader to [35] for details regarding the design of PMSQE. Furthermore, as PMSQE, similarly to PESQ, is defined for sampling rates at either 8 kHz or 16 kHz, we use a 8 kHz sampling frequency when training L PMSQE systems, and we downsample test signals to 8 kHz, when we evaluate speech enhancement systems using PESQ.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To study how the loss functions presented in Section II affect the performance of FCNN-based speech enhancement systems in realistic acoustical conditions, we train multiple systems using a large noisy-speech dataset with a high degree of speaker and noise variability. In the following, we introduce the dataset, noise types and mixture conditions used for all experiments presented in Section IV.
A. Noise-Free Speech Mixtures
We have evaluated the six loss functions using the WSJ0 speech corpus [61] . Specifically, using a sampling-withreplacement scheme, the training data is based on 30000 randomly selected spoken utterances from a subset of the si_tr_s part of WSJ0. The dataset size was found during preliminary experiments to be a good trade-off between training time and speech enhancement performance. This si_tr_s subset of WSJ0 consists in total of 11613 utterances approximately equally divided among 44 male speakers and 47 female speakers. This ensures that the training dataset contains a large speaker variability, which allows the final speech enhancement system to be largely speaker independent [9] .
Similarly, the validation set is based on 3000 randomly selected spoken utterances from another subset of si_tr_s, which consists of 1163 spoken utterances divided among five male speakers and five female speakers, which are not present in the training set.
Finally, the test set is based on 1000 randomly selected spoken utterances from si_et_05 and si_dt_05, which consists of 1857 utterances divided among ten males and six females.
Note, as the training and validation sets consist of approximately three times as many utterances as their respective subsets of si_tr_s, each utterance from WSJ0 will on average be selected three times. However, as each utterance is mixed with its own unique noise signal, the redundancy in speech material increases the total variability in the dataset and ultimately improves the generalizability capability of the system. Also note that the speakers used in the training and validation sets are different than the speakers used for test, i.e. the tests are conducted in a speaker independent setting.
Furthermore, as we are primarily interested in speech active regions during training, we apply the voice activity detector (VAD) from STOI (and ESTOI) [32] , [33] on the training and validation set to ensure that any potentially long silent regions are removed prior to training. Specifically, the VAD analyzes the clean waveform in 25 ms segments and removes the segments where the signal energy is more than 40 dB below the energy of the segment with the maximum energy in the waveform.
Finally, all utterances used with L STOI , L ESTOI , L TIME-MSE and L SI-SDR are downsampled to 10 kHz, as STOI and ESTOI are defined for this sampling frequency, and to allow an efficient training scheme using minibatch training, each utterance is truncated or zero-padded 1 to four seconds. The utterances used with L PMSQE are downsampled to 8 kHz to comply with the definition of PMSQE, which results in an utterance duration of approximately five seconds.
B. Noise Types
To ensure a diverse noise variability we include four different noise types in the training dataset: two synthetic noise signals and two real-life recordings of natural sound scenes. This is motivated by the fact that a priori knowledge about the noise type might lead to unrealistic performance estimates [9] . The two synthetic noise signals are a stationary speech shaped noise (SSN) and a non-stationary 6-speaker babble (BBL) noise. The SSN signal is synthetically generated Gaussian white noise that is spectrally shaped using a 12th-order all-pole filter with coefficients found from linear predictive coding analysis of the concatenation of 100 randomly chosen TIMIT sentences [62] . The BBL noise signal is constructed as a linear mix of randomly selected utterances from the TIMIT corpus such that six speakers are speaking at any given time. Using the entire TIMIT database of 6300 utterances results in a BBL noise sequence with a duration of more than 50 min. For the real-life noise signals, we use the street (STR) and cafeteria (CAF), noise signals from the CHiME3 dataset, which are signals that have been recorded in a natural occurring sound scene [63] .
Finally, we divide the noise signals such that 40 minutes is used for training, five minutes is used for validation and another five minutes is used for test. This ensures that each noise type is equally represented and with unique realizations in each dataset.
To evaluate the performance of the speech enhancement systems to unseen or unmatched noise signals we also test using the bus (BUS), and pedestrian (PED) noise signals from [63] . These noise signals are also real-life recordings, but they represent different noise statistics compared to the four noise types used for training.
C. Noisy Speech Mixtures
To construct the noisy speech signals, we follow Eq. (1) and combine a noise-free training utterance x with an equal length and randomly selected noise sequence v. The noise signal v is scaled according to the active speech level of x as defined by ITU P.56 [64] to achieve a certain SNR. For the training and validation datasets, this SNR is chosen uniformly from [−10, 10], which ensures that the intelligibility of the noisy speech waveforms y ranges from poor to perfectly intelligible.
D. Model Architecture and Training
The speech enhancement system ( Fig. 1) consists of a FCNN with 18 layers configured in an encoder/decoder architecture [65] using parameterized ReLU (PReLU) activation functions [66] . The input dimension is L = 38656 and except for the first layer all remaining layers in the encoder use a stride of two, which drives the final dimension in the bottleneck to be of dimension L/256. Similarly, except for the last layer, which has dimension L, all layers in the decoder uses upsampling with a factor of two. Additionally, skip-connections where incoming channels are concatenated with existing channels are used between the first eight layers in the encoder and the corresponding eight layers in the decoder. Similarly to [23] , during training 20 % dropout is used for every third layer.
Furthermore, in (inChannel, outChannel, stride) format, the FCNN model has one (1,64,1), two (64,64,2), one (64,128,2), two (128,128,2), one (128,256,2), two (256,256,2), two (512,256,1), three (256,128,1), three (128,64,1), and one (128,1,1) convolutional layers with a filter size of 11 samples, which makes the model comparable to other enhancement models in the literature (see e.g. [23] , [24] , [50] ). In total, the model has approximately 6.8 million parameters.
Note, due to the encoder/decoder architecture, the receptive field is 2561 samples, which means that 2561 samples need to be available before the system can produce a single output. In other words, with a 10 kHz sampling frequency the latency of the speech enhancement system is 256 ms. For applications where hard real-time requirements apply, e.g. hearing aids, this latency can likely be reduced significantly using alternative architectures (e.g. [42] ). The speech enhancement system is trained using the ADAM optimizer [48] with β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999 and a learning rate schedule that reduces the learning rate with a factor of two, if the validation loss has not decreased for two epochs. The six loss functions considered in this study have different gradients and ultimately different gradient norms. Consequently, a learning rate used for one loss function might not be the optimal learning rate for another loss function. In fact, using a non-optimal learning rate might result in radical different solutions and potentially erroneous conclusions, as we show in Section IV-A. We use optimized (and different) learning rates for the different loss functions as further described in Section IV-A. The learning rates are shown in Table II . Finally, a batch size of eight is used, and training is stopped, if the validation loss has not decreased for five epochs or a maximum of 200 epochs has elapsed.
We have implemented the speech enhancement systems using Keras 2 with a TensorFlow 3 backend and the python implementation of the models and loss functions, as well as audio samples, are available online. 4 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now investigate empirically how each of the loss functions presented in Section II affects the speech enhancement performance of the time-domain FCNN-based speech enhancement system presented in Section III. Specifically, in Section IV-A we study the sensitivity of speech enhancement performance with respect to learning rate. Such a study is a prerequisite to allow a fair comparison between the custom loss functions in subsequent studies. We then study in Section IV-B how the signal integrity varies among the loss functions. Lastly, in Section IV-C, we study the speech enhancement performance for each loss function in various both matched and unmatched noise types at a wide range of SNRs. We evaluate the speech enhancement performance of all the systems using the following popular and often used metrics: STOI [32] , ESTOI [33] , SI-SDR [34] , SDR [57] , and PESQ [59] .
A. Learning Rate vs. Performance Metric
Since the goal of this paper is to make a comparison between loss functions, it is important that the comparison is just. However, as the loss functions presented in Section II have different processing steps, they have different partial derivatives, which might lead to different gradient norms and a varying sensitivity to the choice of learning rate during gradient based optimization (e.g. [10] , [67] ). Therefore, to study the influence that the learning rate can have on the performance of time-domain FCNNbased speech enhancement systems, we have trained multiple systems with various learning rates. Specifically, for each of the six loss functions in Section II, we have trained a system using the following five learning rates: 10 −2 , 10 −3 , 5 · 10 −4 , 10 −4 , and 10 −5 . The learning rates have been selected from preliminary experiments in order to cover the two training extremes, when training either diverge, i.e. a too large learning rate is used, or when training converge too slowly and ultimately ends up at a plateau with a validation loss higher than the validation loss achieved using a larger learning rate. The systems for this particular experiment have been trained using SSN at and SNR of 0 dB. 5 In Table I we present different performance scores for time-domain FCNN-based speech enhancement systems trained using different loss functions and learning rates. The largest performance scores with respect to each loss function (i.e. column-wise) is highlighted in boldface. It is eminent from Table I that a learning rate of 10 −2 is too large for all loss functions as none of the loss functions manage to improve the validation loss. Similarly, it is seen from Table I that a learning rate of 10 −5 is too small for all loss functions as none of the systems, except for L SI-SDR evaluated using STOI, achieve the largest scores for this particular learning rate. However, the L SI-SDR systems achieve the same STOI score for the three smallest learning rates. Furthermore, it is seen that the learning rates in the middle range, i.e. 5 · 10 −4 , and 10 −4 achieve particularly large scores. Specifically, it is seen from Table I that L TIME-MSE , L SI-SDR , L STSA-MSE , and L PMSQE all achieve the largest overall performance scores using a learning rate of 5 · 10 −4 , whereas 5 Preliminary experiments using BBL indicated similar results. More importantly, it is seen that choosing a non-optimal learning rate might actually lead to a wrong conclusion, if the systems were compared based on the same learning rate. This is a consideration that has been generally absent in the literature. For example, with the standard 6 learning rate of 10 −3 the L TIME-MSE and L ESTOI systems both achieve an ESTOI score of 0.79, which might lead to the, perhaps faulty, conclusion that both loss functions possess the same potential with respect to ESTOI improvements. However, with a learning rate of e.g. 5 · 10 −4 , it is seen that the L TIME-MSE system still achieves an ESTOI score of 0.79, whereas the L ESTOI system achieves a considerably larger ESTOI score of 0.83, which leads to the correct conclusion that the L ESTOI loss function has potential to outperform the L TIME-MSE in terms of ESTOI. Similar observations can be made for other loss functions e.g. with respect to L TIME-MSE and L SI-SDR . Furthermore, it is seen that the SI-SDR scores have a large variance and with a learning rate of e.g. 10 −5 they can vary from −22.36 dB for systems optimized for L ESTOI to 10.15 dB for systems optimized for L SI-SDR , while achieving comparable STOI, ESTOI, and PESQ scores. This phenomenon is somewhat surprising and is further studied in Section IV-B. Also, Table I suggests that when a system is trained with a specific loss function, no other system achieves a larger performance score with respect to that particular metric. This expected result indicates that training has evolved correctly and that the learning rates used in Table I are close to optimal. Finally, it is seen that although L PMSQE is an approximation of PESQ, in Table I , L SI-SDR and L STSA-MSE consistently lead to larger PESQ scores than L PMSQE despite L PMSQE consistently achieving the lowest PMSQE values of the two loss functions. L PMSQE does, however, lead to larger PESQ scores than L STOI and L ESTOI for several testing conditions.
In conclusion, selecting the learning rate can have a profound impact on the performance of FCNN-based speech enhancement systems and selecting the proper learning rate is crucial, when systems trained using different loss functions are compared. Table II summarizes the learning rates that we will use for training the systems presented in Section IV-C. The learning rates are selected as the ones that maximize the performance metric most similar to the loss function the systems were trained with. Please note that we used four significant digits when the learning rates were selected to ensure a proper resolution.
B. Signal Integrity vs. Performance Metric
We now study the signal integrity achieved by the systems trained to minimize the different loss functions. Specifically, we compare the waveforms (Fig. 3 ) and amplitude spectra ( Fig. 4 ) of representative clean, noisy, and enhanced speech signal segments processed by speech enhancement systems trained using the loss functions presented in Section II and the learning rates given in Table II . Fig. 3 presents the waveforms of a specific 10 ms realization of clean, noisy, and enhanced speech signals from the experiments in Table I . At first, if polarity is ignored, it is seen from Fig. 3 that systems trained with the six loss functions manage to enhance the noisy speech signal, as we see a somewhat good correspondence between the clean speech signal (red-solid) and the enhanced speech signal (blue-dashed) with the enhanced signal having considerably less noise compared to the noisy speech signal (yellow-dotted). From Fig. 3(a) it appears that the L TIME-MSE loss function achieves the most per-sample-accurate estimate of the clean signal and L STOI , L ESTOI , and L PMSQE (Fig. 3(b), 3(c) , and 3(f)) appear to achieve the least per-sample-accurate estimate. It is not surprising that L TIME-MSE achieves the best estimate, as L TIME-MSE is a waveform matching loss function and consequently penalizes time-domain samples that deviate from the samples of the clean signal. However, a perfect sample-wise waveform reconstruction is not necessarily the only optimum, if the receiver is the human auditory system and the goal is to achieve high speech intelligibility or quality as perceived by humans. For example, in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) it is seen that the waveforms of the enhanced signals are inverted, and somewhat different from Fig. 3a although the processed signals achieve similar or higher STOI and ESTOI scores (Table I) , i.e. the signals should ideally represent similar or higher levels of intelligibility. This is because L STOI and L ESTOI are loss functions based on matching of short-time energy in one-third octave bands. As a consequence, these loss functions are e.g. invariant to the signal polarity.
Furthermore, by careful inspecting e.g. Fig. 3c it can be observed that the enhanced signal is slightly time-shifted compared to the clean signal. This phenomenon is more evident in Fig. 3e , where it is easy to see that the enhanced signal is time-shifted a few samples with respect to the clean signal. Loss functions such as L STOI , L ESTOI , L PMSQE and L STSA-MSE are primarily based on short-time magnitude spectra, and do not, penalize waveform deviations. Hence, they may allow for the enhanced speech signal to be time-shifted with respect to the clean signal. That being said, the amount of time-shift that we have observed is less than 1 ms, which is considerably smaller than the 10-30 ms usually required before the time-shift may be perceivable in real-life low-latency speech processing applications such as hearing aids and mobile communications devices [68] , [69] .
Furthermore, when evaluating speech enhancement performance with waveform-matching metrics such as SNR, SDR, or SI-SDR, exact time-matching is critical and a few samples delay can cause a complete failure of such performance metrics. This is exactly what we observe in Table I , where the SI-SDR scores, and to a smaller extent the SDR scores, have a high variance with no obvious correspondence with the remaining metrics such as STOI and ESTOI, which are stable and show a more consistent behavior. Since SI-SDR and SDR are scale-invariant waveform matching functions, they fail if the processed signal and the reference signal are not perfectly aligned. Consequently, SI-SDR and SDR should be used with caution, when they are used to evaluate time-domain speech enhancement or separation systems with the capability to modify the phase, such as timedomain FCNNs. Furthermore, they should generally be avoided, when loss functions like L STOI , L ESTOI , L PMSQE and L STSA-MSE are utilized.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the corresponding amplitude spectra of the signals from Fig. 3 using a 40 ms window, centered around the 10 ms time-domain segment from Fig. 3 , to ensure a sufficient frequency resolution. It is seen from Fig. 4 that all six loss functions lead to enhanced signals whose magnitude spectrum resemble that of the magnitude spectrum of the clean speech signal. Furthermore, it is seen that the enhanced signals capture the dominating harmonics of the clean speech signal, while attenuating the major frequency components of the noise. Similarly to Fig. 3a , it is seen that L TIME-MSE achieves an accurate estimate of the amplitude spectrum but also L STSA-MSE (Fig. 4a ) achieves an accurate estimate, which is expected as L STSA-MSE is a frequency-domain energy-matching loss function. In fact, by careful inspection of Fig. 4e it can be observed that L STSA-MSE manages to preserve the higher order harmonics to a larger extent than L TIME-MSE (Fig. 4a) . Also, as expected, we can conclude that the small time-shift induced by L STSA-MSE in Fig. 3e has no apparent effect on the accuracy of the amplitude spectrum estimate, which indicates that the time-shift is approximately constant over the window length of 40 ms.
C. Loss Function vs. Performance Metric
We now turn our attention towards the speech enhancement potential of the systems trained to minimize the loss functions in question. Specifically, we study the speech enhancement performance in terms of STOI [32] , ESTOI [33] , SI-SDR [34] , SDR [57] , and PESQ [59] of six different time-domain FCNNbased speech enhancement systems when trained using the loss functions, training data, and noise-types presented in Section II and the learning rates given in Table II . The six systems have been tested using the matched noise types, SSN, BBL, CAF, and STR and the unmatched noise types, PED, and BUS, at SNRs from −10 dB to 20 dB and the systems are evaluated by their ability to improve the above-mentioned performance metrics. Note, in contrast to the training and validation data, a VAD has not been applied to the test data during inference. In other words, the speech enhancement systems process the test signals in their entirety, including any short natural occurring leading and trailing silent regions and speech pauses in between spoken words. This is done to simulate a realistic usage scenario, where exact knowledge about speech activity is generally not available prior to speech processing.
In Table III we present scores by the above-mentioned performance metrics partitioned into loss functions horizontally and SNR vertically. The largest performance score for each metric and SNR is highlighted in boldface. From Table III it is seen that all systems in general are able to improve all performance metrics with respect to the performance scores of the noisy unprocessed signals. An exception occurs for the SI-SDR and SDR metrics which, under some circumstances, can fail completely as previously discussed (Section IV-B) and it is important to emphasize that these systems, despite the occasionally very low SDR and SI-SDR scores, still successfully enhance the speech signals in terms of perception. This is also supported by the STOI, ESTOI, and PESQ performance metrics. In other words, systems trained with the six loss functions seem to be successful in terms of their ability to attenuate the noise and enhance the speech signal. More interestingly, although not surprising, it is seen that systems trained using L STOI , L ESTOI , and L SI-SDR also achieve the maximum STOI, ESTOI, and SI-SDR scores, respectively. Somewhat surprising is it to see that systems trained to minimize L PMSQE do not achieve the maximum PESQ score, despite the fact that L PMSQE is designed to resemble PESQ and we see a monotonic relationship between the two functions in Fig. 2 . Instead, it is seen from Table III that systems trained to minimize L SI-SDR generally achieve the maximum PESQ score. In fact, systems trained to minimize L SI-SDR seem to perform well in general as they generally achieve large improvements across all performance metrics and often perform on par with systems trained to minimize L STOI and L ESTOI , which are fundamentally different loss functions compared to L SI-SDR .
In Table IV we present performance scores achieved by the systems from Table III but in unseen noise type conditions, using the pedestrian and bus noise types. From Table IV it is seen, similarly to Table III , that systems trained using L STOI , L ESTOI , and L SI-SDR also achieve the maximum STOI, ESTOI, and SI-SDR scores, respectively. It is also seen that systems trained to minimize L SI-SDR generally achieve the maximum, or close to the maximum, performance scores and also achieve larger PESQ scores than the systems trained to minimize L PMSQE . In other words, the behavior observed in Table III where the systems were tested using matched noise types also seem to hold for unmatched noise types.
Finally, from Table III and Table IV we can conclude that if the goal is to maximize a specific performance metric, gains can in general be achieved by training systems to minimize a loss function designed specifically to resemble that particular performance metric. For example, if the goal is to maximize TABLE IV  AS TABLE III BUT FOR THE TWO UNMATCHED PEDESTRIAN AND BUS NOISE TYPES ESTOI, the largest ESTOI scores are achieved by training systems that minimize the L ESTOI loss function. However, if the goal is to perform good in general across a wide range of performance metrics, a loss function like L SI-SDR seems to be a good candidate as systems trained to minimize L SI-SDR achieve high improvements over a range of performance metrics. Also, and more importantly, these findings seem to be generally valid over a wide range of SNRs, unseen male and female speakers, as well as matched and unmatched noise types.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the speech enhancement potential of six stateof-the-art loss functions for time-domain deep neural networkbased monaural speech enhancement have been investigated. Specifically, we have conducted multiple experimental studies using speech enhancement systems based on time-domain convolutional neural networks and studied the impact the loss functions have on the performance of those systems, when they are evaluated using five commonly used performance metrics for monaural speech enhancement algorithms. The goal of the study is to establish if, and to what extent, a loss function designed specifically to resemble a certain performance metric is advantageous compared to standard loss functions such as the time-domain mean-square error (MSE) loss function or the short-time spectral amplitude (STSA)-MSE, whose strongest justification is mathematical convenience. In addition to the classical loss functions based on time-domain MSE and STSA-MSE, we have studied a loss function based on scale-invariant signal to distortion ratio (SDR), as well as two loss functions based on two often used speech intelligibility predictors, namely the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI), and the Extended-STOI (ESTOI). Lastly, we have studied a loss function based on perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), which is a commonly used speech quality predictor. In general, we found that all six loss functions are good candidates for monaural speech enhancement systems as they all managed to improve the performance metrics employed with respect to the performance scores of noisy unprocessed speech signals. More importantly, we found that these results were generally valid across a wide range of SNRs, unseen male and female speakers, as well as matched and unmatched noise types. However, we also found that if the goal is to perform optimally with respect to a specific performance metric, it is generally advantageous to optimize with respect to a loss function designed specifically to resemble that particular loss function. This is particularly interesting for loss functions based on STOI and ESTOI as these performance metrics predict speech intelligibility, a metric many speech enhancement algorithms attempt to maximize without explicitly being designed to do so. Furthermore, we found that the learning rate used when training systems to minimize a particular loss function can have a critical impact on the performance of such systems; it is paramount that the optimal learning rate is identified for each loss function, as a sub-optimal learning rate can lead to sub-optimal results and erroneous conclusions, when systems trained to optimize different loss functions are compared. Despite its obvious importance, this is a consideration that has been generally absent in the academic literature. Additionally, we found that waveform matching performance metrics such as SDR and SI-SDR, despite achieving good general performance, must be used with caution, when they are used in combination with speech enhancement systems with the capability of modifying the phase of the processed signals such as time-domain FCNN-based speech enhancement systems. In particular, SDR and SI-SDR may severely under-estimate the performance of systems that are trained using loss functions that do not penalize time-shifts. We observed on multiple occasions that both SDR and SI-SDR failed completely, when the reference signal and the processed signal were not perfectly aligned.
In conclusion, we found that a loss function based on SI-SDR achieves good general performance across a range of popular speech enhancement evaluation metrics, which suggests that SI-SDR is a good candidate as a general-purpose loss function for supervised monaural time-domain speech enhancement.
